In-depth news on major corporate developments
and event-driven investment topics, from special
situations to merger arbitrage, litigation and
legislation.

Founded in 2014 to serve the
investor community.

Serves a growing number of
subscribers, including the leading
institutional investment companies
and hedge funds in the world.

WHO WE ARE
Bringing the marketplace leading news coverage of mergers,
events and major corporate actions, CTFN is comprised of a
dedicated team of seasoned veterans in the investigative
financial and business news arena. Our team of journalists are
supported by experienced analysts to provide in-depth
research to complement reporting, making CTFN's news
product uniquely resourced.

WHAT WE DO
Reflects over $250 billion in
combined subscriber-AUM.

Represents an award winning
team of prestigious investigative
and financial business reporters.

Includes legal practitioners,
regulators, hedge funds, mutual
funds, funds of funds and deal
professionals as well as industry
executives, as dedicated readers.

CTFN provides differentiated news
coverage which adds significant value to
our research process. The reporting is
detailed, insightful and directly relevant to
any event-driven investment portfolio. It is
one of the first sources we look to for indepth analysis of breaking developments.

- Roy D. Behren
Portfolio Manager
Westchester Capital Management

CTFN's mission is to provide differentiated and compelling news
to serve the needs of well-informed readers. We achieve this
through our dedication to investigative reporting and cultivating
diverse relationships with meaningful sources.
CTFN commits to reporting only thoroughly researched news
that will make a difference in decision making for our readers,
steering clear of reactionary reporting on market volatility or
responding to other news sources' stories. The consistency in
CTFN's approach affords a dependable news product.

HOW WE SERVE
CTFN's responsibility to create a reliable news product,
reflecting the highest values of journalistic integrity, is one we
take seriously. CTFN serves our readers by continuously
investing in professional development and unparalleled
compliance training for our journalist team, as well by
developing strategic customer experience services to
complement the CTFN news product. CTFN's customer
experience services include:
Direct Consultations with reporters to provide additional
clarification on news stories
Luncheon Series with "Off-Wall Street" speakers on key
merger-related issues
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